A: From the bump at the base of your skull, to the planned hem of the tunic, +3”

C: Around chest, +4”, divide by 2 ______________

B: From point of shoulder, around bent elbow to wrist, +3”

D: Around the largest part of your arm, + a few inches (vary according to preference) ______________

E: From waist to hem of tunic, +3” ______________

Some Possible Layouts:
Two possible layouts. The second might be used if you have extremely narrow fabric or if your chest measurement is large. I have used a similar layout with 32” muslin. You can always try other layouts depending on the situation. It's easy!

Extra Fabric that could be used for facings, making bias tape to bind collar, etc.

Now comes the sewing! It's pretty easy and can be completed in a very short time if you machine sew the seams. For construction info, see Kass’ web page at http://www.reconstructinghistory.com/beginners/FirstGarb.html, or see the handout “Tunic Construction.”